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Abstract 
This article focuses on conceplual design. In this phase, systematic design provides models 
for function analysis and concept synthesis. Little support exists though for early consider
ation of different operating states and dimensioning cases while concepts arc dcvelopcd. This 
is important in order to comprehend the relation between product requirements and design 
characteristics in different or changing environments or use cases. This article suggests mod
elling each operating state and each dimensioning case using a dedicated object and de
scribing conceptual design using a constraint network in order to explicitly capture the intcr
element relations. The purpose is to facilitate early quantitative reasoning (e.g. to check if a 
requirement is fulfilled in a specific dimensioning case with specific chosen means and 
values), to simplify the change of views (e.g. analysing another operating state) and to 
flexibly support change operations on the designed product (e.g. changing a solution principle 
or a value choice in a concept). 

1 Introduction 
Systematic design, e.g. lPahl et aI2003], provides models, methods and tools for engineering 
design and product development. Developing complex products in changing environments 
renders it unfeasible to design products anew each time without considering and reusing prior 
design solutions. Therefore, it is important to be able to access prior solutions and design 
history. Solutions, however, are used under different conditions, which necessitates the 
possibility to rapidly adapt prior solutions and stored solution elements to new, changed 
requirements and to model the changing requirements and dimensioning cases. This is espe
cially important when several distinct operating states exist. In order for companies to main
tain their competitiveness, the faster development of better-verified concepts is desired, espe
cially in high-salary countries as in Scandinavia, and easier adaptability of prior solutions to 
new dimcnsioning cases can contribute to this goal, 
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